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Combining the romance and enchantment of princesses with a message of youthful female

empowerment, these books are about girls who didnâ€™t just sit around waiting to be rescued.

Against great odds, they changed their own livesâ€”and their worlds. Stories of princesses from

different cultures and different epochs in history are richly illustrated with photographs, maps, and

lovely pen-and-watercolor paintings that help bring these fascinating females to life.Â Bringing to life

the story of a woman who boldly declared herself pharaoh, this book tells of Hatshepsut, who lived

in ancient Egypt. When explorers first chipped a hole through a wall and shined a light into

Tutankhamun's tomb, everything it touched glinted with gold and gleamed with silver. The boy-king

so surrounded by this treasure would become one of the most famous names in history. But the

less-famous princess Hatshepsut had accumulated much of the wealth that was buried in the tomb.

Answering such questions as How did she make Egypt so rich? and How did she come to be

buried, like Tutankhamun, in the Valley of the Kings?, this book also has sections on the clothes

Hatshepsut wore, the foods she ate, and why she is remembered today.
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&#147;The scrapbook-style design of the series lends itself to easy browsing, but these titles will



serve well for reports, too, and are sure to interest readers who are looking for something a little

different for their research.â€•Â  &#151;School Library Journal&#147;Nguyenâ€™s cartoonish

illustrations and Bridgesâ€™ cheekily humorous text are entertaining.â€•Â  &#151;Horn Book Guide

Shirin Yim Bridges is the award-winning author of Mary Wrightly So Politely, Ruby's Wish, and The

Umbrella Queen. She lives in Foster City, California. Albert Nguyen holds an MFA from the

Academy of Art. He lives in San Francisco. They have collaborated on all the books in the Thinking

Girl's Treasury of Real Princesses series.

Hatshepsut of Egypt (The Thinking Girl's Treasury of Real Princesses)Am always looking for books

for the grandkids. Our granddaughter had done a project on Hatshepsut at school so this book was

very appealing to her. I would recommend this book as it is beautifully illustrated, very informative,

and written in a type easily read.

very clear and interesting for an elementary girl

Throughout history, there have been plenty of young women who used their power to make quite

the difference. "The Thinking Girl's Treasury of Real Princesses" is a series of picturebooks

engaging written by Shrin Yim Bridges and superbly illustrated by Albert Nguyen, covering the

history of various princesses throughout history, with insight into their culture and their deeds.

"Hatshepsut of Egypt" is the story of an Egyptian Princess during the era of King Tut, credited with

much success often attributed to Tut. "Sorghaghtani of Mongolia" tells of the woman who ruled over

a section of the famed Genghis Khan's empire after his death. "Artemisia of Caria" tells of a woman

who became an admiral and leader of men into battle during the time of antiquity. "Isabella of

Castile" explains how one Spanish princess dared to stand against a male-dominated marriage that

was the norm of the time. "Nur Jahan of India" is how one woman ruled over almost all of India,

becoming one of the most powerful people in the world and finding her own touching story of love.

"Qutlugh Terkan Katun of Kirman" is a true life fairy tale of a woman who married to become a

princess, and even after her husband's death, she continued to rule over his lands for decades. This

series is aimed at girls in later elementary grades and holds much encouragement that girls can

make quite the difference in the world.
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